Summary

Why Choose Datex 3PL WMS Software?
Created for 3PL businesses: Designed and developed specifically to handle the
complexities of 3PL operations. Datex 3PL WMS was developed using a database
structure and system architecture optimized for third party logistics providers.
Because of this, Datex software users enjoy a fluid, feature-rich experience that
reduces frustration and helps system users do their jobs easier and more
productively.
“Database multi-threading” ensures that database records never lock up when
users read or write data into records. This is especially key for organizations with
large numbers of users and high volumes of data.
Designed to be reliable, flexible and remain innovative for years to come: Our
software relies on Microsoft .NET to create a more user friendly system that can
continue to be improved and supported without issue for years to come
The most advanced true workflow functionality on the market today: Datex
software utilizes Windows Workflow Foundation for true workflow functionality.
This leading edge functionality is unmatched in the WMS industry today and
enables more accurate, automated, efficient processes for your operation now
and for the future. Using workflows can help streamline the implementation
process and can help expedite onboarding of new customers so that you can
start generating revenue faster. Workflows carry through to each upgrade.
“Drag and drop” customizable reporting reduces cost, time and frustration for
your users and puts information at your fingertips in your desired format: Datex
uses innovative database architecture and design to enable your users to create
customized reports in the format of your choice. No development necessary as
Datex has done the “heavy lifting” by creating the joins
Most powerful, comprehensive flexible 3PL billing engine on the market today:
Workflow based, Datex software is so flexible that it can accommodate any billing
need, no matter the time interval or unusual nature of the requirement.
Designed in tiers and blocks for quick deployment: Datex software is designed
to accommodate the highly sophisticated, ever-changing nature of today’s
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technology. This enables our developers with greater flexibility to implement new
tools, controls, widgets, etc. with newly enhanced functionality without impacting
the fundamentals of the system. This enables Datex to continue to enhance our
software more quickly to keep pace with market demands and client
expectations.
Datex software has been rewritten 5 times to accommodate changes in
technology and deliver the leading edge features that our 3PL clients need to
run their complex operations day after day seamlessly. This helps to ensure that
layers of code have not accumulated, making the software more complicated to
enhance and maintain.
No fine print or disclaimers involved with Datex upgrades. If you pay for annual
support and maintenance, Datex will upgrade your software at no cost, even if we
develop new software that replaces our existing product. We are happy to
reassure our clients that they will always be able to have state-of-the-art software
with top notch functionality without having to pay for it over and over again. To
make it even easier, workflows and customizations carry through upgrades to the
latest version.
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About Datex
Founded in 1978, Datex has grown from a systems
integrator of Automatic Identification and Data
Capture (AIDC) technologies into a leader in the
development of Supply Chain Management (SCM)
solutions.
Our customers include companies in several
vertical markets such as Cold Storage, Third Party
Logistics (3PL), Food & Beverage, Pharmaceutical,
Home Goods, Fashion & Apparel, Electronics & High
Tech, and Wholesale Distribution.
As a Microsoft Gold Partner, our core solution,
Datex FootPrint, was developed using the highly
flexible Microsoft .NET platform to create a Suite of
Supply Chain Software Solutions to meet the ever
changing needs of warehousing and logistics
operations in nowadays’ customers-driven market.
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